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Executive Summary

The document deals with exploitation and dissemination of project results. It contains firstly

an analysis of the deployment environment of CAP4Access technologies and services, i.e. a

description of exploitable outputs expected from the project, an analysis of the various target

audiences envisaged, and an overview of existing technologies, services and initiatives

which meet related needs and/or make use of similar technological and organisational

approaches. Secondly, it contains a framework for exploitation planning, for which the

Business Model Canvas methodology will be used.

The open ended nature of the project, following from the project's emphasis on participatory

development, means that it is not possible to present a definite list of exploitable project

outputs which CAP4Access will have developed at the end of the project duration. RTD

work within the project is focusing, however, on designing tools and services in a number of

fields, namely:

 Collective tagging and annotation in the geoweb;

 Participatory sensing;

 Quality assessment of crowd-sourced and PSI/sponsored data;

 Tools & methods for integration of PSI/sponsored data in OSM;

 Routing/navigation for persons with limited mobility;

 New ways of visualising mapping data;

 Tools targeting local initiatives supporting awareness raising and collective action.

Target groups of CAP4Access tools and services can be distinguished into:

 End users, i.e. people requiring enhanced accessibility such as individuals with

mobility impairments (e.g. individuals in wheelchairs) but also any other type of

persons who require advanced accessibility of the built environment, e.g. individuals

requiring mobility aids such as scooters but also individuals moving toddlers in

pushchairs or older people.

 Stakeholders, including Policy-makers with responsibility for the built environment in

cities and regions of Europe; spatial planners and public sector administrators;

grassroots initiatives; tourism entities and associations with a business interest in

providing improved accessibility; the wider general public

Based on available statsitical data and making use of very conservative assumptions, the

size of the end user target group population is estimated to be >20 million people with

mobility impairments in the EU27, plus 13 million households with children at the age of 0-2

years.

The deployment environment for the expected CAP4Access tools and services consists

mainly of: Webmaps offering annotation (tags) with accessibility related data, accessibility

routing tools, and more generally web services for indicating to public administration

problems in the urban environment. In each of these markets, a large number of up-and-

running applications exist, but most of them are very limited in reach and scope. The
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potential demand for accessibility related awareness and support tools and services is clearly

not yet met by the entirety of existing applications.

The document includes an outline of an exploitation planning framework, consisting of

definitions of key concepts such as strategy business model, business / operational plan,

business case. The CAP4Access exploitation approach is unlikely to include purely

commercial business strategies. One strategy which appears particularly suitable is that

usually subsumed under the umbrella "social enterprise". Three fundamental ways in which

social enterprises can operate and create social impact through trading activities can be

distinguished: profit generator model, trade-off model and lock-step model.

In comparison to commercial business models, the value propositions of social enterprises

and social organisations might focus on customers, too, but most social enterprises begin

with a quest to generate some kind of social value alongside or indeed through a commercial

value proposition. Social value is defined as the social outcomes and benefits that are

generated through the enterprise, i.e. that which makes the enterprise a ‘social enterprise’.

Exploitation planning in CAP4Access will make full use of the Business Model Canvas

(BMC) methodology for conceptionalising value propositions and suitable business models

for each of the partners in the consortium. The BMC allows e.g. a focus group of potential

stakeholders and users to sketch and discuss business model elements in the format of a

visual chart with elements describing an organisation's value proposition, infrastructure,

customers, and finances. It assists organisations in aligning their activities by illustrating

potential trade-offs. It relates in many ways to the building blocks of business models, as

discussed above.

The BMC is particularly suitable for social enterprises, as it provides an opportunity to relate

business interests with the social impact sought, to understand the tensions existing in

between them and to identify opportunities for how both can be brought into alignment. The

separation between ‘commerce’ and ‘impact’ can be seen as a variation of what is called a

‘double-sided platform’ in business modelling, i.e. a business servicing two different customer

groups, which requires measures to facilitate a connection that enables the delivery of

sustainable social impact within a viable business model.
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1 Introduction: purpose of this deliverable

This document is Deliverable 5.1 of the CAP4Access project, an internal report in work

package 5 which deals with “exploitation and dissemination” of project results. Coming at an

early stage of the project, the present report is about “deployment environment analysis and

exploitation planning preparation”. The title indicates twofold contents:

 First, an analysis of the deployment environment of CAP4Access technologies and

services, i.e. a description of exploitable outputs expected from the project (section

2), an analysis of the various target audiences envisaged (section 3), and an

overview of existing technologies, services and initiatives which meet related needs

and/or make use of similar technological and organisational approaches (section 4).

 Second, the exploitation planning framework which deals with, as noted in the

Description of Work, “needs, conditions for service provision, market structure (both

end-users and intermediaries), monetary and intangible costs and benefits, provision

schemes and revenue sources”.

Production of this Deliverable was led by empirica; additional contributors included

Sozialhelden, Mapping for Change and ZSI.

2 Exploitable project outcomes

The open ended nature of the project, following from the project's emphasis on participatory

development, means that it is not possible to present a definite list of tools and services

which CAP4Access will have developed at the end of the project duration. RTD work within

the project is focusing, however, on designing tools and services in a number of fields:

Collective tagging and annotation in the geoweb: Based on the achievements of the

Wheelmap, the project is expected to make advances in innovative data visualisation with a

view to making crowd-sourced tags and other data more tangible, accessible and usable

(see below). The potential for a continuous validation process involving platform users will be

explored. This has to make sure that users are not able to simply override previous

comments and contributions. Instead the approach is that users are enabled to comment or

initiate a discussion on the perception or variation experienced. Means for collect community

feedback on data will be assessed. Ways to deal with multiple data input for the same

place/route will be elaborated. User-friendly mobile apps for editing street/route app tributes

for OSM will be developed if users voice preference for this. It is expected that route tagging

will be piloted within CAP4Access on the WheelchairRouting platform operated by

Heidelberg University, based on (and fully accessible through) OSM.

Participatory sensing: CAP4Access is expected to apply the Participatory Sensing

approach for supporting citizen participation in furthering accessibility of the built

environment. This could mean developing Participatory Sensing applications to pilot

collecting data of relevance to accessibility, including road conditions, gradients etc. The

project will develop a user-centred design process that will test the efficacy of new products

(sensors/applications/web) to ensure they are fit for purpose before incorporating them into a

well-established collaborative platform (e.g. CommunityMaps) for wider scale adoption and
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that trust and reputation are evaluated. Tools and services to be developed might

use/integrate data from technical sensors from smartphones or other low-cost sensors

(distometer etc.) for mapping relevant information. Taking into account that the OSM

developer community tends to be sceptical about fully automated workflows, the project will

put priority on developing ways to use widespread technology intelligently in order to help

with the “boring” chores faced by OSM developers; and/or provide more efficient solutions.

Another set of tools could provide functionality for judging the quality of the data already

collected (see below). These would be based on first prototypes developed by Heidelberg

University (e.g. OSMatrix.uni-hd.de) which need to be crowdsource-tested and improved for

the purpose of CAP4Access.

Quality assessment of crowd-sourced and PSI/sponsored data: Crowd-sourced

information is often perceived as lacking reliability because it is produced by non-experts in a

context that highly differs from the “structured institution-initiated and expert-driven contexts”.

For example, while expert geospatial data producers are expected to generate data with a

certain level of precision, users of VGI applications are not formally required to do so. In

CAP4Access this issue will be addressed in various ways. One solution that is already in use

on Wheelmap and will be explored in CAP4Access is the use of a tagging system, which can

be improved by tag management through use of folksonomies. In another development,

OSMatrix (a tool developed by Heidelberg University for visualizing mapping progress and

quality using various metrics) will be developed further. OSMatrix provides an overlay of

hexagonal cells on a continuous urban area, visualizing a range of metrics for the data in

each cell. The delimitation of urban area allows mitigating completeness issues. In

CAP4Access, this tool is expected to be extended with indicators that give the user

information on the quality of his contribution. This tool has important potential to improve

fitness for use.

Tools & methods for integration of PSI/sponsored data in OSM: The OSM project

already collects, uses and provides PSI and donated proprietary data about roads and

places worldwide, including data on accessibility. The data is stored in various tags

associated with spatial objects for places and roads. More external data is to be expected

with the adoption of Open Data Policies Europe-wide. CAP4Access will design the

methodology and develop as well as pilot-test appropriate tools to integrate existing

publically available and other sponsored data about the built environment into the OSM-

based accessibility tools to be developed. Types of data which would provide value for the

purpose of providing people with physical disabilities with information for day-to-day decision-

making include: information about accessibility of public sector buildings, accessible toilets

and parking places, data on the steepness, breadth, surface material of pathways and roads,

possibly data on temporary street works, public transportation, traffic incident statistics etc.

To enable seamless accessibility mapping and routing services, it is required that information

coming from sensors attached to equipment and crowd-sourced information be integrated. In

order to process and incorporate sensor data into the OSM data, CAP4Access is expected to

develop new solutions for dynamic fusion of sensor data based on pre-defined fusion

patterns.

Routing/navigation for persons with limited mobility: GPS navigators for motorists and

pedestrians are now ubiquitous. There is, however, a lack of data to support navigation by

persons with limited mobility. The development of a routing system adapted to accessibility
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related constraints requires important volumes of data from various sources. In order to

maximise the volume and relevance of available data, a collaborative approach will be used

in CAP4Access where stakeholders and users will be able to contribute and share relevant

data. Further innovative approaches will be developed to improve the efficiency of the

navigation system. For example, machine learning can generate routes customized for

persons with limited mobility. Routing choices made by users with similar profiles can be

used to recommend the most appropriate routes. Routes can also be given a rate by prior

users. While the focus is on wheelchairs, the routing system will be applicable for people with

other types of disabilities or characteristics that limit their mobility. The tools to be developed

will extend the widely used European-wide OSM routing service “OpenRouteService.org” in

order to adapt the data and algorithms used there for including the requirements mentioned

above. As OpenRouteService is using open standards from the Open Geospatial Consortium

(OGC) it can easily be integrated in other applications or regional websites.

New ways of visualising mapping data: Based on the achievements of the Wheelmap, the

project is expected to make advances in innovative data visualisation with a view to making

crowd-sourced tags and other data more tangible, accessible and usable. With an easy tool

to visualise geodata as for example infographics, people would be enabled to document the

status quo concerning accessibility in different cities, states, countries etc., share their

findings and inform others, raise awareness, influence decision makers, document success

stories etc. This will enable the project to engage various kinds of target groups and raise

their awareness and knowledge about accessibility issues.

Tools targeting local initiatives supporting awareness raising and collective action:

CAP4Access will develop tools for supporting local activities for creating awareness about

the need for accessible public spaces among policy makers and the general public. These

will make best use of the GIS- and collaborative software-based approach to enable social

dynamics to be created, steered and supported and to raise awareness among the general

public about the needs of people with disabilities as far as the built environment is

concerned, and to help initiate and manage activities for removal of barriers and

implementation of supports.

3 Target groups of expected CAP4Access

tools and services

3.1 End users

The first group of target users is made up of end-users, i.e. people requiring enhanced

accessibility. This group not only comprises people with mobility impairments (e.g. individuals

in wheelchairs) but also any other type of individuals who require advanced accessibility of

the built environment, e.g. individuals requiring mobility aids such as scooters but also

individuals moving toddlers in pushchairs or older people. These are the individuals who are

ultimately to benefit from the activities initiated by the project. They directly profit from a map

of barriers in the built environment with means for planning the routes between their

destinations. They can also provide information on barriers via the map and can propose and

discuss measures for improving accessibility.
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It is very difficult, if not impossible, to find comparable data on the total number of people with

mobility impairments in the different countries of Europe. As the WHO states in their first

World Report on Disability: "Operational measures of disability vary according to the purpose

and application of the data, the conception of disability, the aspects of disability examined –

impairments, activity limitations, participation restrictions, related health conditions,

environmental factors – the definitions, question design, reporting sources, data collection

methods, and expectations of functioning".1 2

As a result, for practical purposes use is being made of educated guesses and estimates.

The EU's COST 219 initiative, for example, in 2004 produced the following estimates for the

number of Europeans affected by functional impairments:

 Hearing Impaired People: 80 Million

 Visually Impaired People: 14 Million

 Speech, Language and Dyslexia: 33 Million

 Intellectually Impaired People: 30 Million

 Mobility Impaired People: 48 Million

Among the many different statistical ways to measuring disability, the approach favoured by

the WHO appears most suitable for the task of assessing the quantitative relevance of the

accessibility of Europe's built environment. "Impairment data are not an adequate proxy for

disability information. Broad “groupings” of different “types of disability” have become part of

the language of disability, with some surveys seeking to determine the prevalence of different

“types of disability” based directly or indirectly on assessments and classifications. Often,

“types of disability” are defined using only one aspect of disability, such as impairments –

sensory, physical, mental, and intellectual – and at other times they conflate health

conditions with disability. People with chronic health conditions, communication difficulties,

and other impairments may not be included in these estimates, despite encountering

difficulties in everyday life."

The approach suggested by the WHO focuses on prevalence of disability, operationalised as

difficulties in functioning: "[...] Functioning, and, more concretely, functioning domains

constitute the operationalization that best captures our intuitive notion of health"3. This

applies, in particular, to discussion of barriers to the accessibility of the built environment: We

are not interested in health conditions or physical impairments as such; what we are

concerned with is the degree to which people experience barriers to accessibility and, by

implication, to social inclusion in their day-to-day life.

Standardised measurement of functioning via population surveys can be achieved by basing

design on international standards, like the International Classification of Functioning,

Disability and Health (ICF). Indeed, a growing number of countries are using the ICF

1
World Health Organization and The World Bank (2011) 'World Report on Disability', URL:
http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications/2011/9789240685215_eng.pdf?ua=1

2
See also: Mont, D. (2007) 'Measuring Disability Prevalence', SP Discussion Paper NO. 0706, HDNSP, The World Bank. and
Grammenos, S. (2011) 'Indicators of Disability Equality in Europe – Comparative data on a selection of quantitative
implementation indicators', Academic Network of European Disability Experts (ANED), URL: http://www.disability-
europe.net/content/aned/media/ANED%202011%20Task%204%20-%20Synthesis%20Report.doc

3
Cieza, A. et al. (2014) 'Towards a minimal generic set of domains of functioning and health', BMC Public Health, 14: 218,
URL: http://www.biomedcentral.com/content/pdf/1471-2458-14-218.pdf
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framework and related question sets in their national surveys and censuses4. Comparative

data are available from the World Health Survey initiated by the WHO in 2003. The results

concerning mobility related functionings are summarised in the tables below.5

Exhibit 1: Percentage of the total adult population reporting difficulty with moving around in

Austria (latest data – 2003)

None Mild Moderate Severe
Extreme /

cannot do
Missing

Austria total n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

men 77,3 11,3 8,6 2,0 0,0 0,8

women 77,5 13,4 6,4 1,7 0,6 0,5

age 18-29 92,4 4,0 1,0 0,5 0,5 1,5

age 30-44 90,6 5,9 2,7 0,5 0,0 0,3

age 45-59 67,6 18,4 10,2 3,7 0,0 0,0

Exhibit 2: Percentage of the total adult population reporting difficulty with moving around in

Germany (latest data – 2003)

None Mild Moderate Severe
Extreme /

cannot do
Missing

Germany total n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

men 64,8 15,7 12,2 5,7 0,8 0,8

women 61,9 14,5 15,9 5,9 0,8 1,1

age 18-29 83,5 9,3 5,5 1,1 0,0 0,5

age 30-44 76,8 10,1 7,6 3,4 0,6 1,5

age 45-59 65,2 13,4 13,4 6,9 0,7 0,3

Exhibit 3: Percentage of the total adult population reporting difficulty with moving around in

Spain (latest data – 2003)

None Mild Moderate Severe
Extreme /

cannot do
Missing

Spain total 78,8 7,7 7,5 5,1 0,6 0,2

age 18-29 93,4 4,0 1,5 0,7 0,0 0,4

age 30-44 91,5 3,3 3,3 1,5 0,1 0,2

age 45-59 83,0 6,1 6,8 3,9 0,1 0,2

4
WHO and World Bank (2011), see above

5
Source: http://apps.who.int/healthinfo/systems/surveydata/index.php/catalog/whs#_r=&collection=&country=&dtype=
&from=2000&page=5&ps=&sk=&sort_by=nation&sort_order=&to=2010&topic=&view=s&vk= [retrieved 2014/03/07, 12:00]
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Exhibit 4: Percentage of the total adult population reporting difficulty with moving around in

the U.K. (latest data – 2003)

None Mild Moderate Severe
Extreme /

cannot do
Missing

U.K. total n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

men 67,4 10,2 15,6 5,7 1,1 0,0

women 68,7 8,4 15,7 6,2 0,9 0,0

age 18-29 89,7 4,9 3,8 1,6 0,0 0,0

age 30-44 81,7 5,5 9,0 3,5 0,3 0,0

age 45-59 64,3 11,7 15,7 7,8 0,4 0,0

Under the assumption that all adult individuals who report severe or extreme difficulties in

moving around, the number of adults belonging to the CAP4Access target audience due to

mobility impairments can be conservatively estimated as follows:

 150,000 in Austria,

 4.6 million in Germany,

 2.0 million in Spain

 3.4 million in the U.K.

 20.0 million in EU27 (excl. BG, LT, MT, PL, RO)6

The tables above also include the percentages for those age groups which can be assumed

to be most likely to use ICT for overcoming accessibility challenges, based on the

observation that take-up and usage intensity rates for the Internet and advanced mobile

phone features decreased with age.

Some data are available from other sources. Based on their analysis of data from the EU-

SILC survey, Grammenos (2013) estimates that one in three Europeans with severe mobility

problems (34%) experience difficulties in accessing grocery services, and 40% experience

difficulties in accessing public transport7.

According to published estimates, Germany has approximately 1.6 million people who use

wheelchairs and an additional 2 million who require walking aids such as walkers.

According to the Statistical State Office in Stuttgart, by the end of 2011, 906 641 people were

living with severe disabilities in Baden-Württemberg, which includes the Heidelberg region.

Compared with the previous survey, which was conducted in 2009, this represents a 14%

increase, or 111,000 more people. Most of these people have a physical handicap. More

than a quarter (more specifically, 27.5%) have an impairment affecting the function of internal

6
If we add to these those who report they face moderate difficulties in moving around, the figures are: 650,000 in Austria;
14.5 million in Germany; 4.7 million in Spain; 11.0 million in the U.K; 59,1 million in EU27 (excl. BG, LT, MT, PL, RO)

7
Grammenos, S. (2013) 'Comparative data and indicators – European comparative data on Europe 2020 & Housing
conditions', Final report, Academic Network of European Disability Experts (ANED), URL: http://www.disability-
europe.net/content/aned/media/ANED%202012%20-%20Task%206%20-%20comparative%20data%20report-
final_16102013.pdf [retrieved 2014/03/06, 17:00]
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organs. For 15.1% of them, spine or torso are limited in their function. 4.5% are blind or have

low vision. Of note is these statistics are based on the criterion that those people who have a

degree of disability of at least 50 are considered to be severely disabled.

In Heidelberg, unofficial estimates (Advisory Council of People with Disabilities, the City of

Heidelberg) suggest that about 3,200 people are using a wheelchair overall, all types of

disabilities being considered.

There are over eleven million people with a limiting long term illness, impairment or disability

in Great Britain8 and the most commonly-reported impairments are those that affect mobility,

lifting or carrying. Approximately 70% of disabled people have some form of locomotion

difficulties; those with walking difficulties outnumber wheelchair users by about 10:19. These

sources give the estimate that there around 1.2 million wheelchair users in the U.K., roughly

2% of the U.K. population and of these 72% are over the age of 60.10

From the U.K.'s Office for Disability Issues some data are available on barriers to

accessibility of the built environment, as perceived by adult persons (over 16 years old) with

disabilities and residing in the U.K. The Life Opportunities Survey (Wave 1, 2009-201111)

found that:

 29% of adults with impairments have found some buildings outside of the home

inaccessible. That’s compared to 6% of adults without impairments.

 The six most common buildings where access is difficult for adults with impairments

are: Shops – 54%, Hospitals – 34%, Bars and Restaurants – 23%, Other people’s

homes – 20%, GP Surgery – 19%, Theatre and Cinemas – 17%

 The most common barriers to accessing buildings for adults with impairments are:

Moving around the building – stairs, doors or narrow corridors (44%); A health

condition, illness or impairment (39%); A disability (32%); Inadequate lifts or

escalators (23%); Difficulty with approach areas due to lack of ramps/handrails (22%);

Parking problems (21%); Bathroom facilities (location, layout, size) (17%); Footpath

design and surfaces (15%); Difficulty with transport getting to the building (14%); Lack

of help or assistance (13%).

Data on other end-user target groups are hard to come by as well. The number of persons

requiring accessibility of the built environment and public transport systems for pedestrians

with pushchairs can be estimated based on general population statistics. Household data on

the number of households with children aged 2 or younger, and 5 or younger, is available

from the 2005 LFS Ad-hoc module on "Reconciliation between work and family life". Results

are presented in the figure below.

8
Family Resources Survey (2012) URL: https://docs.google.com/viewer?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gov.uk%2Fgovernment
%2Fuploads%2Fsystem%2Fuploads%2Fattachment_data%2Ffile%2F206887%2Ffrs_2011_12_report.pdf

9
Inclusive Mobility (2005) 'Ä guide to best practice on access to pedestrian and transport infrastructure', URL:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/inclusive-mobility

10
English Federation of Disability Sport, URL: http://www.efds.co.uk/resources/facts_and_statistics

11
Office of Disability Issues (2011) 'Life Opportunities Survey, 2009-2011', URL:
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/life-opportunities-survey (retrieved 2014/03/06, 17:00)
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Exhibit 5: Number of households with at least one child of 0-2 years, 3-5 years and 0-5 years,

as a percentage of total households, 2005
12

These figures translate into 13.3 million households with children aged 2 or younger in the

EU27 altogether, of which there are:

 200,000 in Austria,

 1.8 million in Germany,

 1.4 million in Spain

 2.1 million in the U.K.

The actual number of pushchair users is even higher, as in many households more than one

member is using them and because many children up to the age of 4 are still transported in

pushchairs or similar devices. Because of the age composition of parents with young

children, most pushchair users can be assumed to be Internet users and as such qualify as

target audience of CAP4Access.

For the U.K., figures from the 2011 Census recorded a total of just over 2 million children

under the age of three. Families with one dependent child between the ages of 0-4 were said

to be just over 1.1 million.13

3.2 Stakeholders

The second group of target users includes:

 Policy-makers with responsibility for the built environment in cities and regions of

Europe.

 Spatial planners and public sector administrators, i.e. people who professionally take

decisions which have a direct impact on the accessibility of the built environment;

12
Source: Eurydicem & Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency (2009) 'Tackling Social and Cultural Inequalities
through Early Childhood Education and Care in Europe', URL: http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/about/eurydice/
documents/098EN.pdf

13
Source: http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/guide-method/census/2011/index.html
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 Grassroots initiatives, e.g. from the voluntary sector community, that have an interest

in the topic, i.e. people who seek to contribute to improve accessibility of the local

built environment;

 Tourism entities and associations with a business interest in providing accessible

services and routes for people with limited mobility;

 The wider general public, i.e. communities/neighbourhoods including the resident

population as well as local businesses and visitors (e.g. tourists).

The project’s objective is to enable this group to create awareness and become active in

abolishing existing barriers and preventing new barriers to access within the built

environment. Additionally, this group can also contribute to accessibility mapping, e.g. by

providing/donating data from existing sources including PSI.

No attempt is undertaken here to quantify this target group as such statistics would be of little

use for exploitation planning.

4 Deployment environment analysis

4.1 Some background: web-based participatory mapping

4.1.1 OpenStreetMap and participatory geoweb initiatives

Maps are enormously effective tools for raising awareness and for influencing people’s

concept of the place and time they live in.14 This means that – as critical theory approaches

to mapping15 have made clear – maps are very powerful tools not only for representation but

also for creation of reality. Maps always represent the interests of particular groups.

It is against this background that the OpenStreetMap (OSM) project is of major relevance for

social innovation. The OSM project, founded in 2004 at the University College London

(partner in CAP4Access), has the goal to create a free database with geographic information

of the entire world. A plethora of spatial data such as roads, buildings, land use areas, or

points of interest is entered into the project’s database. Similar to other community-based

projects in the Internet (e.g. Wikipedia), any user can start contributing to the project and

editing data after a short online registration. This simple approach has allowed OSM to

gather more than 1,500,000 registered members by February 2014.16 The contribution of

new data to the project can be accomplished in different ways. The most classical, yet still

most common, approach is to record data using a GPS receiver and edit the collected

information using one of the various freely available editors. The user provides additional

information about the collected data by adding attributes and stores the final results in the

OSM database. It is important to note what type of data provided by the OSM project has

been used and how to retrieve it. The major OSM components include the database server

14
See Wood (1992).

15
See for example Crampton (2010).

16
OSM Statistics. available online at http://www.OpenStreetMap.org/stats/data_stats.html (accessed on 26 February 2012).
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containing the membership administration, the GPX tracks, and, of course, all spatial data of

the project.

While work on participatory digital mapping began in the 1990s, under the term “Public

Participation GIS”, only with the emergence of Web 2.0 and the participatory geoweb it

started to become available to a wider group of participants and more integrated into

everyday life. Of particular importance to the CAP4Access project is the emerging area of

citizen science. Together with modern web technologies, citizen science harnesses the

internet to enable citizens to participate in scientific projects. It is now providing new ways of

doing science and stimulating scientific creativity. Over a million Europeans are taking part in

a spectrum of research, collecting environmental data on their phones, folding proteins on

their PCs or digitising old manuscripts on their laptops.17

Related initiatives range from volunteer computing projects where citizens contribute the

spare capacity of their computers, like ClimatePrediction.net, and volunteer thinking projects

like Galaxy Zoo and Stardust@Home. These projects, of which there are now dozens, create

active social networks of citizens who focus on specific research questions like the impact of

climate change and how to reduce the burden of disease.

Mobile communication allowed the fusion of citizen science and participatory sensing, and

enabled participants to collect biodiversity records through platforms such as iSpot, or turn

their phones into noise meters using WideNoise (which is used by FP7 project

EveryAware18). Likewise, mobile communication in combination with collective approaches to

map editing enable totally new ways for citizens to engage in innovation processes for social

inclusion – as CAP4Access will demonstrate.

4.1.2 Map services with accessibility information

Web-based maps for disabled people are a specific type of participatory geoweb activities.

Map-based information for disabled people can roughly be divided into two categories:

points and routes. Applications and services of the “points” category try to map accessibility

and inaccessibility by tagging an explicit location point with related information. This may

above all be text, pictures or icons. The “routes” category includes all services concerned

with navigation and routing operations. In order to find accessible routes, not only information

about single places but also about the line from point A to B is needed. Information about

incline, road and pavement surface, curb heights, path width and the like is necessary to

compute and suggest alternative routes.

The following sections provide an overview about the probably most relevant projects in both

categories. The compilation does not claim completeness for Europe but the study team

believes that the initiatives with the largest number of users and the widest impact are

included.

17
See Neis/Zipf (2012).

18
See http://EveryAware.eu.
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4.2 Webmaps offering tags with accessibility information

4.2.1 Wheelmap

The study team found three tagging tools that use OpenStreetMap. The best known project

is Wheelmap19 operated by CAP4Access partner Sozialhelden e.V. All kinds of facilities can

be tagged and reviewed regarding their accessibility. Anybody can do so through a website

or Android and iOS app. The main difference is the underlying database of OpenStreetMap.

This means facilities and locations are not bound to “Google Places”, and wheelmap.org

does not depend on Google’s data policies. In order to rate the accessibility they use a traffic

light system where green signifies full access, orange signifies limited access and red means

the location is not accessible. This so called wheelchair-tag is part of the OpenStreetMap

database and can be added to existing points (e.g. bus stops) and lines (e.g. building

outlines) in the database or can be added as a new point if the facility that was mapped does

not yet exist in the database.

Exhibit 6: Wheelmap exemplary screenshot (Berlin centre)

Source: Wheelmap.org

The Wheelmap can be changed by everyone due to the concept of OpenStreetMap that

allows everyone to contribute. Wheelmap users can even do so without logging in although

users usually need to register to change the OSM database. Only changes that exceed the

standard traffic light rating need a log-in. As OSM is a global map, the wheelchair-tag can be

added to every point and line all over the world. Because of the simple rating system, tagging

can be done by nearly everyone in seconds. However, its simplicity is also its biggest

disadvantage. Wheelmap does not provide a detailed description of the mapped places but

rather a rough overview.

19
See http://wheelmap.org (retrieved 26.2.2014).
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In order to illustrate the situation at site, Wheelmap.org shows Google Streetview pictures of

the location and has recently started to allow Streetspotr (http://streetspotr.com/de) pictures

to be uploaded to the Wheelmap. It can be assessed as one of the most successful platforms

for accessibility information for wheelchair users worldwide and provides valuable information

and help.

4.2.2 Webmaps based in Europe

Beyond Wheelmap, other websites that are based on OSM include Rollstuhlkarte

Schweiz20 for Switzerland and Mobile Menschen21 for the German federal states of Hesse

and Rhineland-Palatinate. Both complement OSM accessibility data (including the

wheelchair-tag) with open/government data. The additional data is for example: disabled

parking and public toilets bicycle renting, public transport information or special data for

visually impaired/blind or people with hearing impairment. Furthermore many tagged

locations contain useful notes and contact persons.

Inclusivebritain.com is a British website that offers detailed accessibility information for

many kinds of locations such as hotels, healthcare facilities, toilets, restaurants, and

transport facilities. The information is freely accessible and locations can be viewed on a

map that uses Google Maps. Accessibility information is professional and detailed. It

contains descriptions of the accessibility of all relevant parts of the given facility. Furthermore

availability of disabled parking and information about the closest accessible public transport

stops can be seen. Photos of the described areas illustrate the situation on-site. Less

detailed information can be entered on the website by facilities themselves. Directenquiries,

the company behind the platform, offers on-site access audits that can be bought to be fully

represented on inclusivebritain.com. The website receives 20 million hits per month and

therefore might be attractive to also promote businesses. Registered members can review

existing tags or communicate with other members but all accessibility information can be

viewed without registration. Active, voluntary participation in information gathering is

therefore not part of the service’s design. Hence, user activity does not seem to be very high.

The Android and iOS App BlueBadgeStyle (BBS)22 aims at finding accessible but also

trendy facilities in London. A Google Map can be used to view all trendy and accessible

spots. Accessibility, Facilities and Style/Ambience are being rated in audits by BBS trusted

members with five checker marks (5/5 good; 0/5 bad). If reviews do not seem to be right

users can rate the locations with 0.5-3/3 checker marks or sent an email directly via the app.

It could not be found out if users can add new locations themselves. The App was developed

with the help of ‘UCL Advances’.

Walks With Wheelchairs23 in the UK shows walking routes for wheelchair users on a map

combined with useful hints. These trips can be uploaded by anybody so that everyone can

benefit from their local knowledge. It claims to be “the only UK web-site totally dedicated to

providing free information on routes that are suitable for those that use a wheelchair”.

20
See http://rollstuhlkarte.ch (last access 26.2.2014).

21
See http://mobilemenschen.de/startseite (last access 26.2.2014)

22
See http://www.bluebadgestyle.com/2012/07/new-mobile-app-for-the-discerning-disabled-available-aug-2012 (last access
26.2.2014).

23
See http://www.walkswithwheelchairs.com/ (last access 26.2.2014).
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An app with accessibility information that was collected by specialists, not via crowdsourcing,

is TUR4all24. Thus all information is very consistent and detailed. The main focus of this

programme lies on tourism facilities in Spain. The app uses Google Maps to show accessible

locations close to one’s own position.

There are some sites for accessible tourism in particular:

 Pantou (http://pantou.org), a site for accessible Tourism in Europe.

 HereWeGo (http://www.herewegoapp.com/#/), an accessible tourism app that

connects tourists with disabilities and local hosts.

Other, less prominent maps based in Europe include the following:

 Megafone.net: Tagged accessibility issues combining location and photos on a map

in Barcelona, Geneva and Montreal.

 Mapa Accesible Discapnet: http://mapaccesible.discapnet.es/, a Spanish initiative by

Fundación ONCE, Discapnet and Technosite.

 Puedo Viajar: http://www.puedoviajar.es/poi/plaza-de-la-virgen.aspx, an initiative of

Fejidif, funded by the Spanish Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism)

 Map4all: https://www.mapp4all.com/, an initiative of the Fundación Equipara)

 Rota Acessivel App: iOS, Android und Web-App that lets users report accessibility

issues similar to megafone.net. It is funded by IBM.

 Wheelmate.com: iOS, Android und Web-App that can show accessible toilets and

parking spaces on a map, users can add information themselves.

 AccessibleVienna: Accessibility Information shown on an online map from open

government data sources.

 Blind.accessiblemaps.org: OSM-based atlas that provides information for blind or

visually impaired persons; e.g. acoustic signals at traffic lights and tactile pavement

(http://blind.accessiblemaps.org).

 MyHandicap (http://www.myhandicap.de), allowing to retrieve locations of accessible

places of a certain kind.

 DisabledGo, an application helping to find accessible places for disabled people in

the UK and Ireland (http://www.disabledgo.com/search-places-to-go).

 Euans Guide, “something akin to a local directory on disabled access”, based in

Edinburgh (https://www.euansguide.com/).

 A French accessibility initiative named Jaccede (http://www.jaccede.com/fr/).

 HandicapX (http://www.handicapx.com/app/).

 BabyPlaces (http://www.babyplaces.de), a German initiative for recommending

places where one can “uncontrollably burp, spit and soil one’s pants”.

 The Swiss initiative ParaMap (http://www.paramap.ch/desktop).

 AbilityTrip (http://abilitytrip.com).

24
See http://www.predif.org/?q=aplicaci%C3%B3n-strongtur4allstrong (last accessed 26.2.2014).
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 LondonAccess (https://sites.google.com/site/myukaccess).

 Mapp4All (https://sites.google.com/site/myukaccess).

 The South Tyrol initiative PerTutti

(www.altoadigepertutti.it/de/app_suedtirol_fuer_alle).

 Woussoul (http://www.woussoul.org/en).

4.2.3 Maps in the US

AXS Map25 was founded by a US filmmaker from New York who was diagnosed with multiple

sclerosis a few years ago and had to accustom himself to a life in a wheelchair. This, he

found out, was not particularly easy because he never knew which places were accessible

and which not. With the help of Google he and his companions developed a platform that

allows to rate the accessibility of entries and bathrooms of locations from “Google Places”

with a 0-5 star rating system. Further information can be tagged whether the location is

spacious or quiet or not, whether it has a second entry, parking, a wheelchair ramp or not

and whether there is information in Braille for blind or visually impaired customers.

Planat access matters26 covers mostly Canada and the US. Businesses register on the

website and can either self-assess accessibility online or let a third party organisation do it

for them. The annual price for being represented on planat.com is 50 dollar per venue. Both

websites offer extra information for people with limited mobility and for people with hearing or

visual impairment.

AccessTogether (http://www.accesstogether.org) is a mobile tool "for collecting, displaying

and acting on community accessibility data", initiated at New York University’s Interactive

Telecommunications Program.

A further initiative under development in the US is WheelNewYork27.

4.2.4 Map-based tagging tools in other parts of the world

Other map-based tagging-tools for accessibility information include the following:

 AccessAllAreas, Australia: Access issues can be tagged combining location and

photo.

 Kartadostupnosti: A Russian accessibility platform for the Olympic Winter Games in

Sochi 2014.

An interesting project under development is Access View28 by Eduardo Battiston (Brazil). It

aims at representing StreetView like 360 degree photographs of pavements and walking

paths from a wheelchair user’s perspective on a map. It thereby wants to give wheelchair

users the possibility to check the ways they are planning to go before they leave the house.

25
See http://www.axsmap.com (last access 26.2.2014).

26
See http://www.planat.com/ (last accessed 26.2.2014).

27
www.kickstarter.com/projects/1197150324/wheel-new-york-accessibility-app-for-disabled-and-0

28
See www.battiston.tv/Access-View (last accessed 26.2.2014).
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4.3 Webmaps with accessibility routing tools

There are fewer services for accessibility routing compared to tools for tagging individual

places. Rollstuhlrouting.de (“wheelchair routing”) was one of the first, if not the first open

and accessible routing service for people with limited mobility. It uses the

OpenRouteService29 by the GIScience group in Heidelberg that is extended with information

needed for accessible routing.

Compared to simple pedestrian routing a lot more information is needed to compute

wheelchair accessible routes. Data to be gathered includes path surface, path width,

longitudinal and cross slope, gaps on the way, thresholds, curbs and ramps. These

characteristics have to be mapped especially for the sidewalks that usually are not part of the

OSM database. In addition to the path conditions, barriers and also points of interest for

wheelchair users should be mapped.30 Due to the huge amount of data that has to be added

to the OSM to facilitate wheelchair routing, the service only started in one test region in the

city of Bonn.31 The routing system was developed and data was gathered for the city centre

of Bonn in a diploma thesis. Routing seems to work fine in this case. Further expansion as

planned in 2010 did not take place and OSM-data relevant for wheelchair routing seemingly

has not been mapped comprehensively by the OSM community or other contributors in

additional regions. Even so the service and knowledge accumulated to make it possible are a

good starting point for further work in the CAP4Access project.

Another prototype for accessibility routing from Heidelberg is Barrierefreies Routing.32 It

aims at routing for blind or visually impaired users and shall offer text-based route

descriptions that can also be downloaded in Braille-format. The last update was in July 2011

and the service does not work at the moment.

Two more recent approaches to routing are the WheelGuide33 App and handimap.org34. The

WheelGuide App by TU Darmstadt has not been officially released but works with tags that

represent barriers on paths and ways and with OSM data. For these tags they use a traffic

light system similar to wheelmap.org. Green, orange and red characterise the accessibility of

a planned route but tags do not represent amenities and facilities but barriers. Whenever a

barrier is mapped on the best route the route is shown in red and an alternative route in

green or orange will be provided. By July 2013 the whole city of Darmstadt was covered. The

developers started cooperation with the Heidelberg’s advisory board on people with

disabilities. Since then no further information has been published.

Handimap is a cooperation of the French cities of Rennes and Montpelier. It uses Google

Maps as base layer and adds several available accessibility datasets to enable routing for

persons with limited mobility. The platform uses open data and government data that

includes accessibility information like usable pavements, disabled parking, accessible parks

29
See http://www.openrouteservice.org/ (last accessed 26.2.2014).

30
http://wiki.OpenStreetMap.org/wiki/DE:Rollstuhlfahrer-Routing (Last accessed 26.11.2013)

31
See Müller/Neis/Auer/Zipf (2010. Accessible at http://koenigstuhl.geog.uni-heidelberg.de/publications/2010/Mueller/
100421rollstuhlrouting_abstract_AM.pdf (last accessed 26.2.2014).

32
See http://koenigstuhl.geog.uni-heidelberg.de/accessible_routing/ (last accessed 26.2.2014).

33
See http://www.h-da.de/meldung/news/detail/News/barrierefreie-gehwege-informatiker-der-h-da-entwickeln-mobile-app-
navigation-fuer-rollstuhlfahrende/?type=97&cHash=0cf7da534360bca657574770b0536d59 (last accessed 26.2.2014).

34
See http://www.handimap.org/ (last accessed 26.2.2014).
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or gardens, acoustic signals at crossings, pedestrian crossings and access to public

organizations. It is being developed in partnership with the cities of Rennes35 and

Montpelier36 which both are active in the field of open data. It is planned to expand the

platform with information like slope or sidewalk surfaces when it becomes available as open

data. Accessible private places like shops come from the OSM database but it is not

explained whether the program uses the wheelchair-tag or not. This data mash-up from

Google Maps, OSM as well as open and government data is still rather a prototype than a

reliable source for accessible routes. It only considers pedestrian crossings and pavements

to compute the route and therefore is not yet detailed enough. Even though it shows how a

combination of many data-sources might help to reach a satisfactory coverage of access

information like tags (e.g. disabled toilets or parking, bus stops) and path quality (e.g.

surface, slope, width).

Further examples are summarised in a programme of the German Ministry of Education and

Research (BMBF) called “Mobility into Old Age”37 (‘Mobilität bis ins hohe Alter’). Relevant

projects are amongst others ACCESS38, COMPAGNO39 (OSM), inDAgo40, namo41, PASS42

and WikiNavi43 (OSM) that develop age-based end devices. All mentioned projects address

people at old age with and without mobility limitations and use technical solutions that include

accessibility routing and map information to help elderly to get around in everyday life as well

as during travel. inDAgo, for example, combines different data sources from GPS data to

public transport information and PASS develops mobile solutions to help older persons find

their way in confusing situations on airports or stations. WikiNavi tries to map barriers in

urban areas for people with limited mobility (e.g. disabled or elderly) on the basis of OSM.

Heidelberg will be a project site for the ACCESS project.

Last but not least Ways4all44 is an indoor and outdoor routing service pilot in public transport

for blind and visually impaired users that was tested at Vienna main station. Indoor routing

works with RFID modules and wireless access points and outdoor navigation is based on

Google Maps as well as OSM data. The system is built for Android but cannot be freely

accessed by the public to date.

4.4 Webmaps for indicating problems in the urban

environment to public administration

Another type of online/mobile application of relevance for CAP4Acess exploitation planning

are services through which users can report problems in the urban environment, e.g.

35
See http://www.data.rennes-metropole.fr/ (last accessed 26.11.2014).

36
See http://opendata.montpelliernumerique.fr/ (last accessed 26.11.2014).

37
See http://www.mtidw.de/ueberblick-bekanntmachungen/mobil-bis-ins-hohe-alter (last accessed 07.01.2014)

38
See http://fp-access.de/index.php/forschungsprojekt (last accessed 26.2.2014).

39
See http://compagno-mobil.de/ (last accessed 7.1.2014).

40
See http://www.indago-projekt.de/index.php?id=255 (last accessed 7.1.2014).

41
See http://www.nahtlosmobil.eu/index.html (last accessed 7.1.2014).

42
See http://www.fraport.de/de/presse/newsroom/archiv/2011/projekt-pass-erhaelt-foerdergelder-des-bundes.html (last
accessed 7.1.2014).

43
See http://www.wikinavi.de/ (last accessed 7.1.2014).

44
See http://ways4all.at/index.php?lang=de (last accessed 26.2.2014).
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potholes, broken street lights and similar problems with streets and roads to public

administration or a related organisation, and see what reports have already been made.

The first widely used website of this type was fixmystreet.com. Fixmystreet is built to enable

the user to tag a point on a map and notify administration about any urban or local problem.

It is easy to use, results are immediately on screen and one can follow the status of the

reported problems via website or mobile app.

Fixmystreet is referred to as citizen sensing and volunteered geographic information. In this

case citizen sensing is used to take more or less immediate action in a local environment.

This kind of service seems to have hit a nerve. It is very successful and has been exported or

copied by many others (see table in Exhibit 7). It is apparently a rather easy way to begin

with e-government solutions on a local level. However, the software is of no use when no

one picks it up. On the one hand, citizens need to report, and on the other hand city council

or other local authorities or maybe volunteers need to take action. So it seems it is necessary

that potential participants know that some action will follow. In most cases the first step to

establish such a project may have to be a top-down government action supporting the project

to enable bottom up participation.

Such tools can also be used to engage citizens with a specific question. For example, the

city of Nuremberg in Germany asked its citizens where to built new bicycle stands (Software

and Support by Zebralog). Companies can make money with consultation and

implementation of such services (My Society, Zebralog (Bonn), SeeClickFix …)

SeeClickFix offers, apart from its core function of reporting local problems, other tools like an

application for workflow and team management for the incoming reports from SeeClickFix

that can be used by the local authorities45.

Some of these services use the Open311 standard that allow to openly access the

information for everyone via a standardised interface (http://open311.org/) and relate the idea

of crowdsourcing local knowledge to the concept of open data.

There are many ideas about how coders and developers, citizens and (city) governments

can work together to improve life in their environment.46

The market for web applications that are related to crowdsourcing geographic knowledge

seems to be constantly growing and some quite sophisticated reporting systems like

SeeClickFix, Fixmystreet, and Mark-a-Spot are available. Nevertheless use cases are rather

limited (reporting smaller urban problems, obstacles or ideas) so that there could be a lot of

potential for other ideas and follow-up use cases that use the (open) data created. Potentially

the data collected by these existing reporting systems could be re-used for CAP4Access.

45
http://seeclickfix.com/government/management-tools

46
See for example http://www.codeforamerica.org/about
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Exhibit 7: Overview of webmaps combining crowdsourcing and e-government

Tool Used Use Case Website

Fixmystreet (my

society)

Open source Code http://code.fixmystreet.com/ or on GitHub

UK wide reporting system http://www.fixmystreet.com/

Tool integration on council

websites (e.g. London

Boroughs of Barnet & Bromley

and many others)

https://fix.bromley.gov.uk/

http://barnet.fixmystreet.com/

In other countries than UK Australia http://www.fixmystreet.org.au/

Norway http://www.fiksgatami.no/

Belgium, Brussels: http://fixmystreet.irisnet.be

(own adoption)

Fixmytransport

(mysociety)

All UK transport operators http://www.fixmytransport.com/

Maerker

Brandenburg

Federal German States

Brandenburg + Berlin

http://maerker.brandenburg.de/brandenburg

http://www.berlin.de/maerker/

Mark a Spot Open Source code; http://www.markaspot.de/

Integration for City Councils

(e.g. Bonn or Gießen

http://anliegen.bonn.de/

http://maengelmelder.giessen.de/

SeeClickFix Neighborhood engagement

and Watch areas as part of the

application; mainly U.S.

www.seeclickfix.com

Integration for city councils http://www2.oaklandnet.com/Government/o/City

Council/o/District1/action/rap/index.htm

http://www.townofwindsorct.com/seeclickfix/

Citizen Connect https://mayors24.cityofboston.gov:4443/

Fixmycity http://www.fixmycity.de/

Fixmystreet New Zealand based website http://fixmystreet.org.nz/

City Sourced U.S. wide reporting by ESRI

and Microsoft

http://www.citysourced.com/neighborhood/2918

3/us/maryland

Verbeter de

Buurt

Amsterdam http://www.verbeterdebuurt.nl/

Shareabouts U.S. based firm OpenPlans

provides this flexible tool for

gathering public input (bike

stands, barriers, safety issues

http://openplans.org/work/shareabouts-for-

crowdsourced-public-input/

http://walkphilly.shareabouts.org/page/about

(Pedestrian obstacles in Philadelphia)
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Tool Used Use Case Website

etc.) on a map

[im]possible

living

Website to share abandoned

buildings in a city and to

collaboratively work on

possibilities to reuse these

spaces

http://www.impossibleliving.com/

Source: CAP4Access

The relevance of webmaps for indicating problems in the urban environment from the point of

view of the CAP4Access project lies in their use by public administration officials who are

assumed to have the capability to take measures to address the problem in question.

CAP4Access could benefit from this experience as it also seeks to reach not only people with

mobility impairments themselves, but also urban planners and policy-makers who are in a

position to dismantling barriers to accessibility in the built environment.
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5 Exploitation planning framework

In section 5.1 below we list the key concepts and terms of the exploitation planning

framework.

Section 5.2 explains the Business Model Canvas methodology for developing the business

model(s) for CAP4Access tools and services.

Building on these elements, the upcoming deliverables D5.4-D5.6 (Report on exploitation

and dissemination activities) will flesh out the framework.

5.1 Key concepts and terms

In the area of exploitation or business planning and development there exists a

plethora of technical terms and concepts, the meaning of which can – depending on

author and circumstances – vary to a great extent. This sub chapter aims at providing

a concentrated overview of some selected terms, widely used within business

framework. In order to avoid confusion and offer some guidance to those partners

who may not be quite familiar with this kind of terminology, a description of key

concepts and terms, as graphically depicted in the figure below, will be provided ,

together with their relation as understood for CAP4Access.

Exhibit 8: Business framework terminology (key terminology within business framework)

Source: Based on empirica/TanJent 2008

5.1.1 Strategy

"Strategy is the direction and scope of an organisation over the long-term: which achieves

advantage for the organisation through its configuration of resources within a challenging

SW
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Business
model

Business
Plan

Business
Case
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environment, to meet the needs of markets and to fulfil stakeholder expectations"47. It deals

with challenges of:

 Where the business is trying to get to in the long-term – its direction;

 Which markets it should be in – its market;

 Which activities are involved in the markets – its scope;

 How the business should perform better than the competition in those markets – its
advantage;

 Which resources of skills, assets, finance, relationships, technical competence and
facilities are needed to compete – its resources;

 What external, environmental factors affect the businesses' ability to compete – its
environment;

 Which values and expectations are held by those who have power in and around the
business – its stakeholders.

Furthermore, the relative positioning of a company in the market sector it belongs to,

determines whether its profitability is below or above the industry’s average. In this context,

competitive advantage plays a key role in assuring sustainable basis of above average

profitability in the long run. The strategy a company follows in order to be competitive in the

market, explains what the company will do better and how it will differ from its competitors.

“Competitive strategy is the search for a favourable competitive position in an industry, the

fundamental arena in which competition occurs. It aims to establish a profitable and

sustainable position against the forces that determine industry competition.”48Necessarily it

builds on an analysis of the market or industry which can be done using a value chain

analysis allowing for separation of the underlying activities a firm performs.

Exhibit 9: Porter's Generic Competitive Strategies

Source: Porter, M., 1985

47
Johnson, G., Scholes, K. and Whittington, R. (2008): Exploring Corporate Strategy: Texts and Cases, 8

th
edition, ISBN: 978-

0273711925, p. 3.
48

Porter, M. (1985): “Competitive Advantage”. The Free Press, New York.
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Low cost or differentiation, the two basic types of company’s competitive advantage,

combined with activities’ scope a company aims to achieve, lead to the three generic

competitive strategies Porter distinguishes (Exhibit 9): cost leadership, differentiation, and

focus. Following a cost leadership strategy, the firm sets out to become the low-cost

producer in its industry. In a differentiation strategy a firm seeks to be unique in its industry

along some dimensions that are widely valued by buyers. It is rewarded for its uniqueness

with a premium price. The focuser tailors its strategy to serving a submarket to the exclusion

of others. This can be either a cost focus or a differentiation focus.

Theoretically most strategies are derived from one of the three generic strategies, while in

practice, “firms achieve superior performance only when they are unique, and when they do

something no other business does in ways that no other business can duplicate. […] When

all companies offer the same products and services to the same customers by performing

the same kinds of activities, no company will prosper. “49

Three Models of Social Enterprises

The CAP4Access exploitation approach is unlikely to include purely commercial business

strategy. One strategy which appears particularly suitable is that usually subsumed under the

umbrella "social enterprise". It is useful to distinguish between three fundamental ways in

which social enterprises can operate in how social impact can be created through trading

activities:50

 ‘Profit generator model’: Engaging in a trading activity that has no direct social

impact, generating a profit, and then transfer some or all of that profit to another

activity that does have direct social impact;

 'Trade-off model’: Engaging in a trading activity that does have direct social impact,

but managing a trade-off between producing financial return and social impact;

 ‘Lock-step model': Engaging in a trading activity that not only has direct social

impact, but also generates a financial return in direct correlation to the social impact

created.

The profit generator model is typical for CSR activities of larger companies. "Only after a

profit has been made is social impact possible. It can be seen, therefore, that a social

investment in Model One involves two ‘bets’ – (i) that the business will in fact make a profit;

and (ii) that the profit generated is then effectively used to achieve social impact."51

In the trade-off model, "social impact is integral to the very nature of the trading activity of

Model Two. Even if no financial return is achieved, some social impact will occur by virtue of

the existence of the trading activity." This model is very widespread.

The lock-step model is scarce. "Such organisations clearly operate in competitive markets –

both with other [lock-step model] firms and with substitutional products."

49
Magretta, J. (2002): "Why Business Models Matter." Harvard Business Review 80(5): 86-92.

50
Venturesome (2008) 'Creating social impact through trading activities: Part 1 - The Three Models of Social Enterprises',
URL: http://evpa.eu.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/CAF-Ventursome-3-Models-Of-Social-Enterprise-Part-1.pdf

51
Venturesome (2008), p.4.
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SWOT

Furthermore, in the framework of strategic planning, SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses,

Opportunities and Threats) analysis plays a particular role in assessing company’s internal

position and evaluating external environmental influences. “The investigation of the internal

environment will accordingly result in an overview of all weaknesses and strengths of the

company, while the investigation of the external environment will result in an overview of all

opportunities and threats. These are the results of the SWOT-analysis.”52 In this context,

internal environment comprises factors and variables within company itself (e.g. company’s

structure, culture and resource; customers; shareholders; etc.), while external environment

entails aspects outside the company (e.g. technology; politics; society; economy; etc.), which

the company itself may not have under control in the short run.

Exhibit 10: SWOT Analysis

 Strengths – definition of areas the company or organization excels in:

 key priorities,

 key competences

 competitive advantages in the market.

 resources, assets and people

 unique selling proposition

 Weaknesses – evaluation of company’s liabilities and own known vulnerabilities:

 what the company can improve

 what it should avoid

 gaps in capabilities

 financial reliability

 factors influencing weakening of competitive strength or market reputation

 Opportunities – spot useful opportunities in market developments and interesting trends

52
Houben, G., Lenie, K. And Vanhoof K. (1999): “A knowledge-based SWOT-analysis system as an instrument for strategic
planning in small and medium sized enterprises”. Decision Support Systems 26:125–135, p. 126.
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 possibilities to enter new markets

 advanced developments in technology and innovation

 changes in government policies

 potential partnerships, joint ventures or strategic alliances

 competitors' vulnerabilities

 Threats – assessment of potential challenges and monitoring of competitors

 encountered obstacles

 influence of political, legislative or environmental changes

 ability to adapt with changing technology

 cash-flow or debts problems

 influence of economic volatilities home and abroad

5.1.2 Business model

‘Business model’ and ‘strategy’ are among the most frequently used terms in business

environment. Definitions of both these concepts are widely covered by literature, which often

reveals a lot of overlap between their definitions. Therefore, it is important to point out the

difference between these two terms based on their respective level of abstraction. A

business model is considered to be an abstract representation of some of the aspects of an

organization’s strategy. Furthermore, the level of information required highlights another

difference between these two concepts. In order to represent a firm’s strategy there is much

more information required relative to the information necessary to represent a business

model. Therefore, as illustrated in Exhibit 11 below, strategy is represented with a larger

ellipse compared to those of the two business models. Additionally, it should be emphasized

that there is a numerous number of business models which might be built upon the strategy

of the company, representing different views of the same strategy. 53

Exhibit 11: The relationship between the concepts “business model” and “strategy”

Source: Seddon, P. B. and Geoffrey, P. L. 2003, p. 238.

A business model is a conceptual tool that contains a set of elements, their relationships, and

at the same time allows expressing the business logic of a specific firm or organisation. The

term was first mentioned in the accounting literature of the 1960s, but only gained

53
Seddon, P. B. and Geoffrey, P. L. (2003): “Strategy and Business Models: What’s the Difference?“, pp. 236-248.
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widespread use in the 1990s.54 A business model is considered to be an abstract

representation of some aspect of a firm’s strategy; which outlines the essential details related

to the way how the firm can successfully deliver value to its customers.55 It underlines the

core logic and strategic choices for creating and capturing value within the value network,

providing at the same time a powerful way for executives to analyse and communicate their

strategic choices.56

Essentially, a business model is the method of doing business by which a company or

organisation can sustain itself by generating revenue to cover expenditure, or by fulfilling

certain objectives, such as the provision of services of societal interest. Basically, a business

model consists of a product / service to be sold to a customer, using an infrastructure

creating costs and revenue streams. In a simplified representation, a business model can be

broken down into a few pillars, as outlined in Exhibit 12 below: “what” a supplier offers in

order to deliver value to the customer; “who” are the most important customers for whom the

organisation is creating value; ”how” is the organisation reaching its customer segments,

though which channels and how are these channels integrated; “how much” can be earned

by doing this.

Exhibit 12: Building blocks of business models

Source: empirica, based on Osterwalder, A. (2004)57

What?

A value proposition is an overall view of a company's bundle of products and/or services

that are of value to the customer. The value proposition answers the questions: ‘Why should

a customer buy the product or service?”;”Which customer needs are being satisfied?”; “What

54
Osterwalder, A. (2004): The Business Model Ontology - A Proposition In A Design Science Approach, p.23

55
Magretta, J. (2002)

56
Shafer, M. S., Smith, J. H. and Linder, J. C. (2005): “The power of business models” Business Horizons 48: 199-207

57
Osterwalder, A. (2004)
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value is being delivered to the customer?”, etc. There are several elements, qualitative (e.g.

price, quality of service, speed of service, etc.) and quantitative ones (e.g. design,

customization, usability, customer experience, etc.), which have an impact on customers’

value creation and should be considered.

The value propositions of social enterprises and other organisations following an objectives-

oriented approach work similarly, but rather than focusing on customers (alone), most social

enterprises begin with a quest to generate some kind of social value alongside or indeed

through a commercial value proposition. Social value is defined as the social outcomes and

benefits that are generated through the enterprise, i.e. that which makes the enterprise a

‘social enterprise’. Once the outcomes the organisation wants to achieve have been defined,

a social enterprise will define the activities that will take place to lead to these changes. For

this, a range of methodologies are available. The Logical Framework Approach (‘log frame’)

is used extensively to develop and manage projects using an objectives-oriented approach,

while Social Return on Investment (SROI) is a framework that has been developed

specifically for enterprises and projects in the social sector, that uses impact mapping to link

stakeholder objectives to activities to outcomes.

Who?

This pillar of the business model covers the customer management related aspects,

including: the definition of the target customer; the potential channels and means to reach

and communicate with the target customer; as well as the relationship the company aims to

establish with its customer. In brief, the target customer is a segment of customers a

company aims to offer value to. A distribution channel is a means of getting in touch with,

and handing the product / service over to the customer. It refers to the way how the company

chooses to reach its customer and the way how it decided to enter the market. Finally, the

customer relationship describes the kind of link a company establishes between itself and

specific customer segments.

How?

All the elements related to the company’s infrastructure management cover different aspects

of the company, which are pivotal to make its business model work in order to further

generate value and reach the customer. These include: determination of the key resources

required in order to create and offer a value proposition; definition of the most important

activities necessary for the company to operate successfully; identification of potential

partner networks and alliances for optimising business model or reduce risk. Therefore,

getting back to Exhibit 12 above, core capabilities refer to the ability to execute a repeatable

pattern of actions that is necessary in order to create value for the customer. Hence, the

company has to make sure that it disposes the necessary capabilities to deliver its value

proposition, and also the required resources for doing so. Further, all the activities and

processes that are necessary to create value for the target customer are described under the

value configuration part, of the business model. Finally, partnerships and alliances may help

the company to consolidate its competences, strengthen its market position, reduce potential

risks or acquire resources. A partnership is a voluntary initiated cooperative agreement

between two or more organisations, driven by various types of motivations.
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How much?

The financial aspects constitute a crucial part of a business model in order to make a profit

possible. The cost structure is the representation in money of all the resources employed by

the business. It measures, all the necessary costs an organisation has to incur to operate

(e.g. to produce, to market, to deliver, etc.). Cost structures may be of different

characteristics, such as: fixed costs, costs that retain the same regardless the volume of

goods or services produced; variable costs, costs that vary proportionally with the volume of

goods or services produced; economies of scale, cost advantages that a business enjoys as

its output expands; economies of scope, cost advantages that a business enjoys due to a

larger scope of operations. On the other hand, the revenue model describes the way(s) an

organisation secures liquidity through money inflow, typically from selling its products and

services in commercial markets or a mixture of sales revenues and funding from external

parties in social enterprise markets.

5.1.3 Business plan / Exploitation plan

Among the terms and concepts in Exhibit 8, “business plan” or ’exploitation plan‘ (here used

synonymously) is the one that is of greatest interest in the present context, since this type of

plan will constitute the main outcome of the respective project activities. Theoretically, a

business plan can be considered a statement of intent in implementing the first few years of

a longer-term strategy. It is a planning document that clearly describes the development

objective of a proposed or existing business. Business plans are usually completed in a

repetitive time frequency. They also identify the investments needed, necessary to achieve

the changes that help to reach the determined goals. Business plans used for the purpose of

internal operations and raising capital, include a description of a company, business strategy

and financial projections. Business plans can be designed for existing organisations with

continuing activities and also for new ventures seeking support, such as with venture

capitalists and banks.

5.1.4 Business case

The business case is set in the context of the strategy options to advance the strategy and

business plan. The purpose of a business case is to capture the reasoning for initiating a

project or task, e.g. investing in the development of a new service or changing the business

model for supplying existing products. From a commercial perspective, it shows forecasts of

new markets, assets, operations, sales and income for a set of options, enabling a preferred

option to be selected and pursued to achieve the best return on capital.

A business case provides an overview on the expected overall financial performance over a

period of time, typically between 2 and 10 years, depending on the particular project, risks,

and expected timing of returns. Business cases should be rigorous in risk probabilities and

optimism bias, and should have an option to stop at any stage in the decision cycle.
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5.2 Developing the business model

5.2.1 Business Model Canvas

For development of the business model, the consortium plans to make use the Business

Model Canvas methodology, which will allow e.g. a focus group of potential customers to

sketch and discuss business model elements.

A Business Model Canvas58, first proposed by Osterwalder59, is a strategic management

template for developing new business models. It is a visual chart (see Exhibit 8) with

elements describing a firm's value proposition, infrastructure, customers, and finances. It

assists firms in aligning their activities by illustrating potential trade-offs. It relates in many

ways to the building blocks of business models, as discussed above (section 5.1.2). Most

importantly, the Business Model Canvas has been found to be of particular applicability for

social enterprises60.

Exhibit 13: Business Model Canvas as proposed by Osterwalder et al.

Source: Osterwalder, A. et al. (2010) "Business Model Generation", self-published.

58
See Wikipedia entry on "Business Model Canvas"

59
Osterwalder, A. (2008) "The Business Model Canvas", www.nonlinearthinking.typepad.com, July 05, 2008. See also
Osterwalder, A. and Pigneur, Y. (2003) "Modeling value propositions in e-Business" In: Proceedings of the 5

th
international

conference on Electronic commerce, ACM, 2003, http://subs.emis.de/LNI/Proceedings/Proceedings190/P-
190.pdf#page=248

60
See Burkett, I. (2013) 'Using the Business Model Canvas for social enterprise design', URL:
http://www.mbs.edu/facultyresearch/apsilc/Documents/Business%20Model%20for%20SE%20Design-Burkett.pdf
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The Canvas can be printed out on a large surface so groups of people can jointly work on it,

e.g. with Post-it notes or board markers. If introduced properly, the Canvas becomes a

hands-on tool that fosters understanding, discussion, creativity, and analysis especially of

more complex value propositions and value networks.

The main elements of the Canvas are as follows:

Infrastructure

 Key Activities: The most important activities in executing a company's value proposition.

 Key Resources: The resources which are necessary to create value for the customer.
While these resources can be human, financial, physical and intellectual, in the case of
CAP4Access tools and services they are mainly the information that can be sourced and
the functional features with which the information can be processed (i.e. searched,
adapted, translated etc.)

 Key Partners: In order to optimize operations and reduce risks of a business model,
organization usually cultivate buyer-supplier relationships so they can focus on their core
activity. Complementary business alliances also can be considered through joint
ventures, strategic alliances between competitors or non-competitors.

Offering

The collection of products and services a business offers to meet the needs of its customers

is termed the Value Proposition. A company's value proposition is what distinguishes itself

from its competitors61. The value proposition provides value through various elements such

as newness, performance, customization, "getting the job done", design, brand/status, price,

cost reduction, risk reduction, accessibility, and convenience/usability. The value

propositions may be quantitative (price and efficiency) and/or qualitative (overall customer

experience and outcome).

Customers

To build an effective business model, a company must identify which customers it tries to

serve. Identification of customer segments based on the different needs and attributes

ensure appropriate implementation of corporate strategy meets the characteristics of

selected group of clients. The different types of customer segments include:

 Mass Market: There is no specific segmentation for a company that follows the Mass
Market element as the organization displays a wide view of potential clients.

 Niche Market: Customer segmentation based on specialized needs and characteristics of
its clients.

 Segmented: A company applies additional segmentation within existing customer
segment. In the segmented situation, the business may further distinguish its clients
based on gender, age, and/or income.

 Diversify: A business serves multiple customer segments with different needs and
characteristics.

 Multi-Sided Platform / Market: For a smooth day to day business operation, some
companies will serve mutually dependent customer segment. A credit card company will
provide services to credit card holders while simultaneously assisting merchants who
accept those credit cards.

61
cf Anderson, J.C. et al. (2006) " Customer Value Propositions in Business Markets", Harvard Business Review, March 2006
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Channels: A company can deliver its value proposition to its targeted customers through

different channels. Effective channels will distribute a company’s value proposition in ways

that are fast, efficient and cost effective. An organization can reach its clients either through

its own channels (store front), partner channels (major distributors), or a combination of both.

Customer Relationship: To ensure the survival and success of any businesses, companies

must identify the type of relationship they want to create with their customer segments.

Various forms of customer relationships include:

 Personal Assistance: Assistance in a form of employee-customer interaction. Such
assistance is performed either during sales, after sales, and/or both.

 Dedicated Personal Assistance: The most intimate and hands on personal assistance
where a sales representative is assigned to handle all the needs and questions of a
special set of clients.

 Self Service: The type of relationship that translates from the indirect interaction between
the company and the clients. Here, an organization provides the tools needed for the
customers to serve themselves easily and effectively.

 Automated Services: A system similar to self-service but more personalized as it has the
ability to identify individual customers and his/her preferences. An example of this would
be Amazon.com making book suggestion based on the characteristics of the previous
book purchased.

 Communities: Creating a community allows for a direct interaction among different clients
and the company. The community platform produces a scenario where knowledge can be
shared and problems are solved between different clients.

 Co-creation: A personal relationship is created through the customer’s direct input in the
final outcome of the company’s products/services.

Finances

Cost Structure: This describes the most important monetary consequences while operating

under different business models.

 Classes of Business Structures: cost-driven or value-driven;

 Characteristics of Cost Structures: fixed costs vs. variable costs; Economies of Scale;
Economies of Scope; etc.

Revenue Streams: The way a company makes income from each customer segment.

Several ways to generate a revenue stream:

 Asset Sale – (the most common type) Selling ownership rights to a physical good;

 Usage Fee – Money generated from the use of a particular service;

 Subscription Fees – Revenue generated by selling a continuous service;

 Lending/Leasing/Renting – Giving exclusive right to an asset for a particular period of
time;

 Licensing – Revenue generated from charging for the use of a protected intellectual
property;

 Brokerage Fees – Revenue generated from an intermediate service between 2 parties.
i.e.Broker selling a house for commission;

 Advertising – Revenue generated from charging fees for product advertising.
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5.2.2 Business Model Canvas for Social Enterprises

For social enterprises, the business model canvas should provide an opportunity to see not

just the business, but also to identify the social impact they are trying to achieve, as well as,

importantly, to see how the two interact – how they are symbiotic, how they compete, what

opportunities there are to bring them into alignment and what tensions exist in between them

(see the discussion of the three models of social enterprises above). Burkett (2013) suggests

seeing "this separation between ‘commerce’ and ‘impact’ as a variation of what is called a

‘double-sided platform’ in business modelling. This is where a business services two different

customer groups, and in the case of a commercial business, the aim is to facilitate interaction

between these different customer segments. In social enterprises, the aim may not be to

facilitate interaction between these groups, but rather, to facilitate a connection that enables

the delivery of sustainable social impact within a viable business model. In this way the social

enterprise becomes an intermediary between impact and commerce".62

Exploitation planning in CAP4Access will make full use of the Business Model Canvas

methodology for conceptionalising value propositions and suitable business models for each

of the partners in the consortium.

6 Partners' plans for exploitation

The Wheelmap platform, managed and operated by CAP4Access project partner

Sozialhelden, plays a major role in the project’s exploitation plan. Wheelmap presents what

is generally considered the most well-developed platform for gathering collective intelligence

on accessibility and using it for providing wheelchair users (and other people with limited

physical mobility) with concrete, environment-sensitive support in their daily struggle to

negotiate the cityscape.

Sozialhelden intend to exploit the CAP4Access tools and methods to increase the scope of

Wheelmap, to engage the Wheelmap community in new ways and to raise awareness for

accessibility issues as follows:

 Increasing the mobility, empowerment and participation of people with mobility

impairments by using and disseminating the tools developed in CAP4Access to

improve the information on the accessibility of public places.

 Further growing the Wheelmap-Community globally and reaching out to more people.

In particular, we want to use the developed tools to tap into new target groups, e.g.

schools and children, to make them aware of the accessibility problems of mobility-

impaired people. The developed tools will enrich the existing toolkit on how citizens

can contribute to gaining relevant data. At the same time any use of such a tool will

help to sensitize not yet mobility impaired people for barriers and the related

problems.

 Scaling the Wheelmap model successfully. The developed tools will ensure that we

can extend the reach of Wheelmap.org to other countries - without having to employ

more and more people at the local level. With the developed tools, CAP4Access

62
Burkett (2013), p. 7.
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empowers us to empower the local communities of mobility-impaired people to pro-

actively act and campaign to better their situation.

 Exploiting the fact that the data visualization tools to be developed in CAP4Access

will make it more attractive for all kinds of projects based on OSM to exploit the data

collected. Data visualization tools can help to compress complex data in a way which

is suitable for approaching a multitude of stakeholders (e.g. politicians). For example,

by offering an infographic tool for OSM data sets, everyone could simply use the data

to campaign for more accessibility or show the results of their work. Users could show

how accessible a specific city or country is related to another. Visualisation tools

illustrating the results of mapping events could clearly show the impact the

participants of the event have had. This would motivate more people to get

engaged but also greatly improve the impact of the OSM data. Visualization not just

enhances a better service for the users; it also contributes to a political agenda

setting in Europe.

 Making best use of data integration tools to be developed under CAP4Access and by

exploring the possibilities these tools offer. For instance by merging crowdsourced

and qualified data (e.g. PSI), the relevance of existing databases can be greatly

increased. By merging different kinds of data, people won't have to look for a relevant

website of a specific city or region when they are going to travel for example. They

will find one big database which can be also used by other stakeholders. For example

tourism agencies will be enabled to use this database to increase the service for

mobility impaired people. In connection with visualization tools, the possible outcomes

are for example heatmaps which indicate the wheelchair accessibility which can be

used as one data layer on third party services. To demonstrate the use case: renting

services for flats can use this data layer to offer wheelchair drivers or elderly people

an indicator on a flat's environmental wheelchair accessible. This would also help to

look in the right region in order to successfully find an appropriate flat. The

exploitation ends in 'disability mainstreaming'. That means that we contribute to bring

that relevant topic into given and well known services instead of creating special

interest portals. With this approach the awareness and its social impact will be much

higher.

ZSI’s Unit Technology and Knowledge, the research activities of which focus on sustainable

technology development as well as the use of ICTs, plans to exploit the outcomes of

CAP4Access for the design and within future projects at national and international level as

the knowledge-base that is produced through direct engagement of the OSM and Wheelmap

communities and local piloting in CAP4Access will help to better meet the expectations of

potential end-users with limited mobility. The project's outputs have the potential to mark a

significant step in allowing this group of users an improved quality of life and a more self-

determined life style.

Mapping for Change, whose research involves the development of technologies, tools, and

processes geared towards creating improvements for the health, wellbeing and culture of

individuals and communities from disadvantaged or marginalised groups plans to exploit the

outcomes of CAP4Access to produce guidance and dissemination material to allow others to

carry out such work for their own local, regional and national benefits. Tools and methods
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developed by CAP4Access will be further exploited by MfC for future projects and work

supporting and advocating for groups with limited mobility.

In the pilot cities, exploitation is planned as follows:

 In Vienna, the city administration and a large number of other Viennese institutions

working for accessibility in the built environment plan to use the outputs of

CAP4Access and, in particular, the activities at the Vienna pilot site, in manifold ways.

For example, it is planned to integrate newly produced data sets in the proprietary

GIS and mapping platform used for the online presence of Vienna.

 London aims to mobilise a large number of volunteers who are wheelchair users or

otherwise affected by limited physical mobility to engage in participatory sensing to

create an accessibility map of the buildings and pathways within the location. In

London particularly the South Bank area is one of the city’s locations that still faces

accessibility problems.

 Results of CAP4Access in Elche will be fed into the action plan which is based upon

the national Law 51/2003 on the Equal Opportunities, Non-discrimination and

Universal Accessibility for Persons with Disability. It will be one of the first actions

established within the context of the Action Plan, with the objective to raise

awareness about the requirements for social integration of people with disabilities.

The city overall shows a strong commitment to exploiting the potential of ICT.

 In Heidelberg / Rhein-Neckar region disability groups have a lively exchange with

similar national and international associations and communities, which means

CAP4Access activities in the region will trigger positive impacts far beyond the region

itself; the aim is to establish the tools to be developed nationwide. Preliminary studies

have shown that there is a high rate of awareness for these activities. Furthermore,

the pilot in Heidelberg will aim at achieving impacts as regards homogenous cross-

border data acquisition. The pilot could serve as a blueprint for Best Practice in

further cross-border initiatives.


